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Resonance absorption of energy of external sound generators caused by interaction between the inertial 
quadrupole moments of the impurities and the field gradient of the accelerations produced by the sound 
wave (AQ interaction) is considered. It is shown that the contribution of AQ interactions in a one-quan
tum excitation regime can be detected against the absorption background due to ordinary spin-phonon 
(SL) interaction. Under two-quantum excitation conditions and when hypersound generators are used, 
the AQ interaction contribution may be comparable with or even exceed absorption due to SL interac
tion. 

A theory of direct and Raman relaxation processes is developed, with both SL and Aq interactions 
are taken into account. In the direct processes, relaxation of AQ interaction (inertial relaxation) contri
butes appreciably only at high frequencies w (w >> 1011 rad/sec). On the other hand in Raman relaxa
tion processes of the electron and nuclear magnetic systems the AQ interaction contribution is com
parable with and in many cases greater than the contribution made to the relaxation rate by the ordin
ary SL interactions. It is shown that if AQ interactions are taken into account the inverse relaxation 
time for the Raman processes in many cases is a polynomial of the (13-15)-th power of the abso-
lute temperature (the first nonvanishing terms are proportional to the (5-7)-th power, depending on 
the temperature range investigated and on the parameters of the system). 

I N a coordinate system moving with an accelerated 
particle, the latter is acted upon by inertial forces 
capable of changing the state of this particle (nucleus, 
atom, molecule, etc.). Assume that such a particle does 
not have a spherically symmetrical distribution of the 
inertial mass mi, and has a number of discrete or con
tinuous energy levels. Then the interaction of the iner
tial-mass quadrupole moment of this particle with the 
gradient of the acceleration field (the AQ interaction) 
can lead to absorption or emission of the energy of this 
field by the particle. If the particle levels are discrete, 
and the acceleration varies harmonically, then effects 
of resonant absorption at emission of the acceleration
field energy quanta are possible. 

Such a situation arises when a harmonic sound wave 
propagates in a medium containing atomic nuclei and 
magnetic ions with spinS > 1/2, or ions with electric 
dipole moments, etc. When the sound wave propagates, 
these particles experience alternating accelerations 
that vary with the circular speed of sound w. If the 
inertial mass quadrupole moment of such a particle dif
fers from zero and the energy of the acoustic quantum 
h w coincides with the splitting energy between any two 
levels 1 and 2 of this particle in external and internal 
fields, then the interaction between the inertial quadru
pole moment of the particle and the gradient of the ac
celeration field, due to the elastic wave, will cause them 
to absorb energy from the sound generator. Such a 
phenomenon can be called acoustic inertial quadrupole 
resonance (AIQR). The transition of the particles from 
the excited state to the ground state by means of AQ 
interaction of impurities with the gradient of the ac
celeration field from the thermal vibrations of the 

crystal can naturally be called inertial quadrupole spin
lattice relaxation. As will be shown below, allowance 
for this relaxation is particularly important in the case 
of large splittings and in processes of relaxation in 
which two or more phonons take part. AIQR can in prin
ciple be observed in any quantum object where the AQ 
interaction is not too small. Thus, for example, it is 
possible to excite with the aid of AQ interaction reson
ances of the type of ferromagnetic, paraelectric, cyclo
tron, nuclear, magnetic, ferromagnetic, antiferromag
netic, ferroelectric, antiferroelectric, etc. On the basis 
of the theorem concerning the connection between the 
resonant and superradiant responsesll' 2 J, superradiant 
analogs of all types of AIQR can be observed, including 
phenomena of the spin-echo type. 

1. HAMILTONIAN OF AQ INTERACTION 

To obtain the operator JC~Q of the AQ interaction be
tween the gradient of the acceleration field and an iner
tial massive quadrupole moment of a particle j, we can 
follow the derivation of the operator JCkQ of the inter
action between the gradient of an electric field and the 
electric quadrupole momentl3 J (Sec. 74). Assuming that 
the laws governing the distribution of the charge in a 
particle having electric quadrupole moment and a mass 
having a carrier of this charge are identical, we obtain 
immediately the form of the operator of the inertial 
mass quadrupole operator by replacing the charge by the 
inertial mass in the operator of the electric quadrupole 
moment of the atoms and ions. We shall apply this 
reasoning to obtain the operator JC~Q" 
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Let us examine a system of N identical particles 
(j, k = 1, 2, ... , N) having a spinS> 1/2, an electric 
quadrupole moment eQe (see (74.1) of[3J) an inertial
mass quadrupole moment miQi, where e is the electron 
charge. Let for simplicity these particles occupy in the 
substance positions (sites) at which the point symmetry 
of the internal field is axial (the axis is along the unit 
vector zo) or spherical in the absence of a static mag
netic field HoZo· The unperturbed Hamiltonian of this 
system is 

deo=~Jf{fo;, .u~J=g,~HoS,i+D[S,.2 - 1/.S;(S;+1)], (1) 

where {3 is the Bohr magneton or the nuclear magneton, 
gz is the factor of spectroscopic splitting along the 
direction z 0, SO! (0! = x, y, z) are the components of the 
effective spin of the particle j, and D is the constant of 
the axial crystal field. In the case of nuclei with e~ 
¢ 0, the constant D describes the interaction of the 
gradient of the electric field with eQe l4l . 

Assume that a traveling acoustic wave with wave 
vector k and circular frequency w produces periodic 
displacements of the particles at the point d, of the 
quantity 

x(t) = evt!l cos(wt- kri) =--"- Uvt• 
w w 

(2) 

where Eyt is the amplitude of the component of the 
relative deformation tensor, and v is the speed of sound. 
According to the foregoing, the AQ interaction is given 
by 

A~;= -}-ex; [35¥.- S;(S; + 1)), (3) 

A2·"• =a· l'tl SLJ• 
I 1 4 L ' 

1 
B2~1 =- (a.n ± ia~,). 

iG 
(4) 

1 
Ba±Z =-=(a~.- ayy ± 2ia, .. ), 

2 '/6 •. 

avt = tvcw2 cos ( wl - kri). 

a;= m;Q;[S;(2SJ -1) ]-•, S-r.J = Sx! ± iSyi. 

It is curious that the Hamiltonian JC~Q can be ob
tained from the operator of the interaction between the 
gradient of the gravitational field and the gravitational 
mass quadrupole momentlsl by using the Einstein 
equivalence principlelal. According to this principle, 
we can replace the gradient of the gravitational field by 
the gradient of the acceleration field, and the gravita
tional quadrupole moment by the inertial one. 

Besides the acceleration field, an impurity in a solid 
or a liquid is acted upon also by the usual spin-phonon 
(SL) interaction, due to the presence of internal local 
magnetic and electric fields and their gradients. The 
Hamiltonian of the SL interaction for a spin S > 1/2 is 
usually written in the forml 4 ' 7l 

.UsL = ~ (Ga~~SaSp + Fa~vtfloaS~] u,.;; 
a~ 
v< 

a,~. y, s = :r, y, z: 

(5) 

where GO!f3Y~ and F 0!{3Y~ are the components of the 
tensors of the SL interaction, which do not depend on 
the frequency of the phonons w or on the components of 

the constant external magnetic field HoO!. As follows 
from (4), the AQ interaction can also be treated as a 
unique spin-phonon interaction proportional to the 
square of the frequency w2 and containing terms both 
linear and quadratic in the spin components. 

The SL and the AQ interactions act on the impurities 
simultaneously. Both are proportional to uy~. There
fore the total Hamiltonian of the interaction between the 
impurities and the phonon field can be written in the 
form (the z axis is taken to be the quantization axis) 

(6) 

where, according to (4) and (5), Q is the tensor of the 
spin-phonon interaction and is expressed in the follow
ing manner in terms of the G-tensor and the parameters 
of the AQ interaction (Gi tensor): 

(7) 

where the components of the Gi tensor in the Voigt nota
tion are given by 

a; 
(Gj}sa = -2(G;)t3 = -2(G;) 23 = z• 

. Uj 
(G,)" = -2(G;)2z = -2(G;)u = 2(Gilt• = --

2. 
a· 

(G;)••= -(G;)~=-t· 

The remaining components of the Gi tensor are equal to 
zero. 

According to (6) and (7), the most general form of 
:JCsph is 

~sph=" ~[Jt'l;•t> + w2:tf<.\81 = :llsL + w2dt1b· (8) 

At the present time, three methods are used in the 
measurements of the tensors of the spin-phonon interac
tion: a) the method of static deformationla,eJ; b) the 
method of acoustic nuclear and electron magnetic 
resonanceslB-Hl; c) measurement of the spin-lattice 
relaxation time. 

In method a), as follows from (7), only the compon
ents of the G tensor of the SL interaction are measured 
(w = 0). On the other hand, when method b) is used, one 
measures the components of the Q tensor to which 
contributions are made both by the SL and the AQ inter
actions. Depending on the signs of the G and Gi tensors, 
the components of the spin-phonon interaction tensor, 
measured in accordance with a), can be either larger or 
smaller in absolute magnitude than the components 
measured by method b). 

Thus, by measuring the components of the spin
phonon interaction tensor by methods a) and b) and de
termining their difference, we are able to determine by 
the same token the components of the tensor of the iner
tial quadrupole moment. Obviously, the values of the G 
and Gi tensors can be measured by using only method 
c), by measuring the values of Qat two different fre
quencies w = w 1 and w = w2 and solving the corresponding 
system of the equations from (7). An analysis of the 
available experimental resultsls-lll shows that, as a 
rule, the constants of the spin-phonon interaction ob
tained by methods a) and b) differ little from each other. 
For example, for Mn2+ and MgO the components of the 
G tensor (in the Voigt notation) obtained under static 
deformations are G11 = 1.3 cm-1/deformation unit and 
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IG 44 I = 0.28 cm-1/deformation unit, whereas those ob
tained at w = 6.28 x 1010 rad/sec are Gu 
= 1.4 cm-1/deformation unit and G44 = 0.28 cm-1/deform
ation unit. If these differences are attributed to Gil then 
we get miQi <;; (10-39-10-4') g-cm2 • This value is close 
in order of magnitude to the possible value of the iner
tial quadrupole moment of the Mn2 + ion. There is no 
doubt that the presented estimate is only tentative and 
indicates more readily that the inertial quadrupole mo
ments of the impurities can be measured at the contem
porary level of the experimental technique, rather than 
yield its numerical value. Since an increase of the 
acoustic-generator frequency by one order of magnitude 
increases the fraction of the absorption due to the AQ 
interaction by four orders, the progress in experiments 
with respect to the measurements of miQi is directly 
dependent on the progress in the development of hyper
and terasonic spectroscopy. 

In the case of nuclei, where the measured spin
phonon interaction constants G lie in the interval 
(10-19-10-25) erg/deformation unit, and w2miQi 
- w2 (10-44-10-47 erg/deformation unit, measurement of 
miQi by methods a) and b) is possible if very strong 
magnetic fields and substances with small internal local 
fields (such as molecular crystals) are used. 

2. ACOUSTIC INERTIAL QUADRUPOLE RESONANCE 

A. Single-quantum Resonance 

The sound attenuation a u>(w) due to resonant absorp
tion of energy by impurity centers from an external 
acoustic generator of frequency w = fi-1(E2 - E1), due to 
the SL and AQ interactions, is described according to 
(8) by the formula 

o<•>(w) = osdw) + O'AQ(w), 

osL ((t)) = (pv•~t 1nunwg(w) I <2 l :;eW:•J 1) :• = A (w) j <21ani'J1) j•, (9) 
<lAQ(w) ~~ w'A ((t)) I <213fA~ /1) 1• = (t)9 A (w) o~b(w), 

where an is the population difference between the levels 
11) and 12) is a unit volume, pis the crystal density, 
and g(w) is the form factor of the line. According to (9), 
measurement of the absorption coefficient a 1(w) at two 
different frequencies of the external acoustic generator 
makes it possible to determine the values of miQi 
directly from a< 1>. The higher the frequencies of the 
acoustic generators w 1 and w2 , the more effective this 
method. Since a AQ(w) « aEf£(w), we get 

a(l) (wt) _ • a A.'6<~ _ ~ • •~g(wa) = 1 00 4 1<21 YtA_~·~ 
"(I) (co,)- l + w, oW ("'•' z ·~'L (Oiti + 1 1<2! tltst' I!) I' 

• 1<21-HtcfJI>I' 
-- Cal, 1<2 I .1t'$f'l1 >I' . 

If the substance is excited in such a way that only one of 
the components of the G or Gi tensors differs from 
zero each time, then, since 

J<2JJC;['·tlt>l-:f,. i<21Jt'l~'ll>J~:9;,. (lOa) 
it follows that 

o<1>(w,) I o<1>{w2l = l + (o,'Cil2 - w24C;2', C;; = ~ii l~t. 

B. Two-quantum Resonance 

The specific dependence of the AQ interaction on the 
frequency suggests the use of two-quantum resonances 

in order to enhance the effective absorption, due to this 
interaction, of the energy of the elastic oscillations by 
the nuclei and the ions. It is easy to see that in this 
respect, a promising process is one in which an acous
tic quantum fiw 1 is absorbed, and a quantum hw2 is 
emitted (fiw 1 - fi w2 = E2 - E 1). 

The total Hamiltonian of the spin-phonon interaction 
is written in this case, in accordance with (8), in the 
form 

The probability per unit time of the transition induced by 
JC' in the impurity particle from the state 11) into the 
state 12) is given by 

l r<•> = 2n I l" I' , ( l 12 lf.l u g (J) ' 

y _"' o n [ <21Ytsf'IP><p1Yt$Z'Il> + <21.1t~'loiP><piYt~·~·l1> 
12 - ~ U.,,t,Uv,t,· E + !tw• ' if pfl E -liw +if /2 

p J) • • • p 1 p 

• [ <2J.7f-5'i'l p><p 1 .rc;.:~ 11> + <21.rtll.'&_l p><P 1.7t8t'll>] 
+ (~, J:iP hw1 + ir p12 EP + hw, -l il'p/2 (12) 

• [ <21 ,Yf;{f)l p> <pI XJ}•Ji> <2 I .Yt'~'f.' I p><P [.7tA_6' [I>] 
+ 00•" --E · tt + ·r p12 + E + h +if 12 p WI,L P• Cala, P' 

_ _ 2 • [<21 J't~~ I p><P I YtA~~ , <2f.7(~?J I PHP f.7tA'~' II>]] , 
I w, 00• E h ' -r 12 T E + .. -'- -r ;·> .~ p w1 ,- ' pr p uWt , l P ... 

where g' (w) is the form factor of the line of the transi
tion 11) - 12). Ep is the energy of the intermediate 
state and rp is the width of the level Ep. For the analy
sis of (12), we assume that 

y.l;. v-tt 2j ·~~~ I ""''i':i 11' rn :9 ~ (2j.?fs't:. 'I P) ~<pi.7Cst ! I), < .J£ AQ I P) ~ <P, ·"'AQ 1 ~.;~;, 

G and Gi will henceforth be called respectively the con
stants of the SL and AQ interactions. The terms in the 
square brackets will be denoted for convenience by 
G~ (s = 1, 2, 3, 4): 

Yu• ~ qG•, Ytz2 - qwt 2GG;, Y123 - q(t)z2GG;, 

Yu-qC;•w,•w.a. q=[(Ep-hw,+ ~ rp)"' +(Ep+hw2 -t-~rpt']. 
(Yu.2 { Ya•) - (Y123 I Yu') - (G; I G)w = C;w2, 

(Y124 / Ytz1) - (G; I G)'<»12w22- C;2w•. (l3 ) 

Since the coefficient a <2> for the attenuation of the sound 
at the frequency w 1 (and for the growth of the sound at 
the frequency w2) is proportional to the square of the 
modulus of Y12 , we get 

o<2l= cr1f2'+ a2;> + o.J2l + o,!''+ 2ot~2J + 2o.~1 + 2o,~' + o~;> + o~' + o~', 

off>- Re(Y121) (Y12i)' 

Let us examine the ratios 

(14) 

q22-q33-C; 2W\ qu-C;'(t)8, qi2~C;w 2 -·q13 , (15) 

qu -C; 2w\ q23- C;2 w', q24 - C;'w 6 - q34• 

For paramagnetic ions in ionic crystals 
G- (10-13-10-18) erg/deformation unit, Gi 
,.._ 10-43 g-cm2/deformation unit, and Ci = (G/G) 
- (10-30-10-25) g-cm2-erg-1. Consequently, to obtain qij 
on the order of unity it is necessary to have values 
w ~ w 1 - w2 :::: 1012-1013 sec-1• At the present time 
hypersound with circular fre~uency w = 27I x 1010 sec-1 

has already been generatedr12 , i.e., the measurement of 
the inertial quadrupole moments of a number of impurity 
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centers becomes experimentally feasible. An increase 
of w and the use of samples with small values of SL 
interaction constants (for example, molecular crystals}, 
will greatly extend the range of investigated ions. As 
already mentioned, for nuclear particles Gi 
"" (10-47-10-44) g-cm2/deformation unit, G 
... (10-19-10-24} erg/deformation unit, and ci 
'"""10-2a_1o-2o g-cm2-erg-1. 

Thus, in the case of nuclear quadrupoles, qij :::: 1 can 
be reached already at w = 1010-1011 sec-\ i.e., in the 
well accessible range of hypersonic frequenciesW,l2l. 
For the vibrational levels of the molecules Gi 
""(10-40-10-4') g-cm2/deformation unit, i.e., they are 
likewise presently promising objects with respect to the 
measurement of Gi· However, in practically all cases, 
at reasonable values of w and Ci, we can neglect in (14), 
as follows from (15), all terms with the exception of 
ag>, ai~>, and ag>. 

Consequently 

(16) 

Since we can always assume that rp « hw2, EP- hwh 
it follows that (Ep = tiwp): 

qa= w,• Re [(wp + w.) < 21.1tsi~'l p)(p I·Jt'A~ 11) (17) 
+ (wp- (",) <21 ;1t'A.~' I P><P I df's'Z'I1>J Po-1• 

Po= [(wp- w,)(2jXJf• 1 p)(p pt~r'/1) 

+ (wp + w,)(2j3t's'f'jp)(pJJ£Jt'i 1)). 

q,3 = w,• He [(wp + w,) (2jNA_~ I p)(p r /Jf~/~' Jl) 

+ (wp- w,) (2/Jfs~' I p)(p I df'J:~Il )) Pn -t. 

3. INERTIAL SPIN-LATTICE RELAXATION 

A. Direct Processes 

It is obvious that interaction of the gradient of the 
field of accelerations produced by thermal vibrations of 
particles in solids and in liquids with the quadrupole 
moment of the inertial mass of the impurities should 
lead to processes of spin-lattice relaxation and to non
radiative transitions in optics. To calculate the[roba
bilities of these processes, the Hamiltonian H(T of the 

sp 
interaction of the impurity with the thermal reservoir 
is conveniently written in the form (8), where uy~ 
should be taken to mean the deformations produced by 
the thermal vibrations of the crystal u~1): 

U;t =-2-,.u --2 ·(a• exp{lk,r'}+ak exp{-!k,r'})d,,.... (18) (T) i ~·( • ..,,,)'/a , · + . • 

R, 2l~vs 5 s · 

where 
a .. ~= (D,,k,~" + k,."<D•l· k0 = k tiki, 

'bsy is the y-th component of the unit vector of the 
polarization of the s-th mode of the lattice vibrations, 
Wk is the frequency corresponding to the wave vector s 
ks, Vs is the speed of sound of the s-th mode, M is the 
crystal mass, and aks and aks are the operators of 
phonon creation and annihilation. Taking this into ac
count, we get 

.'!r:;?. = ~ (.1f:S~ + w:, .'/C~) u~P. (19) 
Yl 

In direct spin-lattice relaxation processes, when the 
transition from the excited state to the ground state re-

sults in one quantum of acoustic oscillations, both mech
anisms act independently. Therefore we deduce the 
same conclusions concerning their relative effective
ness as in the case of resonant absorption of hypersound. 
When the Debye model of a crystal is used, we find, ac
cording to (15), that the probability of the direct relaxa
tion transition due to the SL interaction (Wst.L> and the 
corresponding probability for the AQ interaction (W.:\Q) 
are proportional to the quantities 

IV~L ~ w'(n~ + 1), ll'~b ~ w' (n~ + 1 ), (20) 

nw is the average number of thermal phonons of fre
quency w, nw = [exp(tiw/kBT)- 1r1, kB is Boltzmann's 
constant, and T is the temperature. In direct relaxation 
processes, W~Q can play an important role in splittings 
on the order of the Debye frequencies, i.e., in the infra
red region. Indeed, in this region of frequencies 
(W<1> /W<2>) ""C~w 4 · when C· '"""10-26-10-25 g-cm2-erg-1 

SL AQ 1 ' 1 

and w ~ 1013 sec-\ this ratio is of the order of unity or 
higher. It is probable that an appreciable role is played 
by AQ interactions in direct processes of relaxation be
tween the vibrational levels of the molecules, in view of 
the fact that miQi for molecules is larger by 5-6 orders 
of magnitude than the analogous quantity for the elec
tron shell of the impurity. 

B. Raman Processes of Inertial Spin-lattice Relaxation 

When kBT >> tiwz1, more effective processes are not 
the direct ones, but the combination relaxation proces
ses (ion, nucleus, paraelectric impurity, etc.), going 
from the excited state 12) into one of the lower states 
11), with simultaneous creation of a quantum of lattice 
oscillations tiw 1 and annihilation of a quantum tiw2, 
ti(w,- Wz) = tiw2h tiw21 = Ez- E1. 

In Raman processes of relaxation of electronic and 
nuclear magnetic systems, the contribution of the AQ 
interaction is comparable, and in many cases it exceeds 
the contribution to the rate of relaxation of the ordinary 
SL interactions. As shown below, when account is taken 
of the AQ interactions, the reciprocal relaxation time 
in Raman processes is in many cases a polynomial in 
T of (13-15),- th power (the first zero-order terms are 
proportional to the (5-7)-th power, depending on the 
interval of the investigated temperature and parameters 
of the system). 

The probability of such a process per unit time will 
be denoted by wJ~>. Using the Debye model of the crys
tal we obtain 

.. D 

w.~) = ?7 .:.o> ,J (wu + w) 3 w3n.,(ii(ro+ .... J +. 1) 0 (21) 
- n . IJ o 

X I ~ N p(w, Wp, W2t)[l + w2Q1z~ +(wz, + w) 2 Q21 ~ 
p 

+(w21 + w) 2 w2Q22~l~ 2dw, 
where p is the density of the crystai, wD is the circular 
Debye frequency, 

- (1j.re~t'lp) (pjJ'6~~'12) (1jJ~e~t jp) (pJ.re~t'J2) 
- lil21 + w- Wp- L\wp/2 +, -w- <•lp- il'luJ1,/2 ' 

r:i', is obtained from the corresponding expressions (17) 
1] 
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by making the substitutions w1 - W21 + w, W2- w. 
The analytic dependence of Wii> on T can be analyzed 

only in a number of particular cases, but these cases 
cover a rather w.ide range of experiments. For the fre
quencies of nuclear and electron paramagnetic resonan
ces (w 2 1 « wD) and kBT » tiwD we have with sufficient 

accuracy nw(llw + 1) ""'(kBT/tiw)2 , and consequently 

WJi> .... T2 • A diff,erent situation arises in the other 
limiting case, kBT « tiwn· Assume that wp >> W12, wD. 
Then 

WD 2 

w[;> - ) ,,hiw(iiw + 1) ! ~ N p (w. Wp. (u2t) I 11 + w2Q"' 
0 p 

+ w'Q.,' + w'Q2~ I' dw. (22) 

Therefore, making the substitution ti w/kBT = x, we ob
tain 

0/T 

(2)a "" ( k.T )' r xi-1 exp X w. == B• LJ - f• \ ---dx 
21 t h ' ~ ( e-' - 1)' ' (23) 

B•=?. 'h; ,t.l ~ Np•(ru.Wp,ffiot)! 2
, O=flffin/ka, 

-'it p V p I 

f, = 1. f, = 2 Re [Q,,• + Q"•], (24) 
fu = 2 Re(Qa>") + 2j Q,2a + Q21" j2, 

!I3 = 2Re(Q,,• + Qz1•)Q211-"', !Is= IQ22l'. 

The quantities Qfk are obtained from the correspond

ing expression for Q;; at w = w 12 = D. wp = 0, in accord-
lJ 

ance with the approximation wp » wn assumed by us. 

The quantity N~(u>, wp, w21) is obtained from 
Np(w, wp, w21) by neglecting w in comparison with wp. 

In the case when wp « w and kBT « tiwn we get 
- ~ 'k _']'\i-2 -BIT i-3 X 

t2)B B" ""( f, ) /" ~ x e d W 21 = LJ h ; -_,-- X, 
i I 0 (e - 1)' 

(25) 

The quantity Ba is obtained from Ba (see (24)) by re
placing N~ by N~ .. The quantity N~(w, wp, w 12) is ob

tained from N (w, wp, wn) by neglecting in the latter 
p -

wp compared with w, and the f~ are described by formu-
1 . 

las (20). In the latter we replace Q~. by Q~; Q~ are ob-
lJ lJ lJ 

tained from the corresponding expressions for Q.~ by 
lJ 

putting in the latter wp = 0 and w = wD. An analysis of 

the expressions shows that they change very little wjth 
changing w. Therefore, putting w = wD and taking~ 
outside the integral sign, we make by the same toke~ a 
much smaller er:ror in the calculation than when we ap
proximate the sptectrum by the Debye function. In the 
case when wp ~ c.vD, the main contribution to wJi> is 
made by the phonons in the vicinity of the point w = wp 
(the so-called Ohrbach mechanism). The temperature 
dependence of W~i> is in this case analogous to the tem
perature dependence of the probability of relaxation by 
this mechanism, i.e., it is linear when kBT » tiwp and 

(2) ( nwp \ 
W21 -exp --1 

ksT' 

when kBT « hwp· The relative contribution made to 
wJi> by terms with different ~1 can be readily estima
ted from (21), where w must be replaced everywhere by 

w = wp. As noted above, the contribution made to the 
relaxation by the AQ interaction can in this case be of 
the same order as the contribution from the SL interac
tion, and may even exceed it. 

Particularly interesting, from the point of view of 
determining the inertial quadrupole moments from the 
relaxation parameters, are the cases (20) and (21). In 
these cases the terms WJi> at different powers of T are 
proportional to the Qf:: or to their products, making it 
possible to determin~JmiQi directly from the relaxation 
measurements. 

Thus, the interaction of the inertial quadrupole mo
ment of the impurity with the gradient of the accelera
tion field plays a very important role in the absorption 
of sound and in relaxation processes occurring in solids 
and liquids. We have stopped to discuss only processes 
of resonant absorption of sound and spin-lattice (longi
tudinal) relaxation. However, the AQ interactions 
should influence strongly processes of harmonic and 
Raman cross relaxation via the field of the acceleration 
gradient both in the microwave and in the optical regions 
of the spectrum, just as the SL interactions cause 
analogous phenomena via the deformation field (phonon 
field) (see, for example,u2 J). In addition, the AQ inter
actions should be taken into account together with the 
SL interactions in the investigation of the dynamic Jahn
Teller effect, in the calculation of multiquantum non
radiative transitions in optics, relaxation and cross
relaxation transitions, in collisions of atoms and mole
cules, in the investigation of effects of ordering in 
solids, of the interaction between excitons in semicon
ductors, etc. 

The AQ interactions should influence also various 
types of scattering of elementary particles and scatter
ing of light by acoustic and optical phonons, including 
the possible effects of stimulator scattering. As follows 
from the foregoing, they should come into play particu
larly strongly when the scattering gives rise to accel
eration-field quanta of high frequency. 
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